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Marine brings home a Bronze Star
Sophomore receives award for bravery in combat
By ALYSSA SCHAFER
Editor

With only four days notice,
Anthony Batesole packed up
and headed to Iraq for his second tour of duty in two years.
Ten months later, he came
home with a Bronze Star for
Valor, the fourth-highest combat award of the U.S. Armed
Forces.
A sophomore math education major, Batesole received
the Bronze Star for exposing
himself to enemy fire multiple
times to help his fellow soldiers during his two tours of
duty in Iraq in 2006 and 2007.
Batesole, a Jamestown,
N.D., native who worked as
a radio operator and combat
adviser for the U.S. Marine
Corps, accepted the award at a
ceremony in December at the
Fargo American Legion.
Batesole’s individual contributions were so significant
that an Army task force presented him with an Army commendation medal in addition
to his Bronze Star, Marines
Senior Adviser Maj. Ryan E.
Crais said.
“He remained composed
throughout the fire fights, and

Cross-country cool
Winter sports draw
students to snowcovered Buffalo
River State Park

Features, Page 3
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Sophomore Anthony Batesole, right, receives the Bronze Star for Valor during an award ceremony at
the Fargo American Legion. Batesole, a Marine sargeant, served in Iraq in 2006 and 2007.

when he was not on patrol,
he was always helping other
team members preparing for
their next mission or teaching
Iraqis basic soldiering,” Crais
said.
“Right away, my first time
(on patrol) we were getting
into fire fights and every time
after that it was…at least small
arms fire,” Batesole said. “It
was a pretty intense place we

were at.”
He received the Bronze Star
for his contribution to a fiveday clearance mission in an
area known as “Black Death”
because it is heavy with insurgent activity, Batesole said.
Crais said: “Anyone on
our team would agree that
he represented the epitome
of a Marine sergeant, taking
care of his fellow Marines and

leading from the front in combat.
“His conduct and performance as a Marine are a clear
reflection of his will to win
despite adversity and are an
even deeper reflection of his
strong family ties and heritage
from North Dakota.”

‘Space Bus’ takes a trip

Delmar
Hansen
dies at 81

Planetarium program explores solar system
By LIZ JOHANSON
Assistant Editor

MSUM’s Planetarium has
been a place of interest for over
35 years, drawing astronomy
students,
community
members and schoolchildren
alike.
This month, the planetarium
is showing a program titled
“The Space Bus,” a story
about a young girl and her
classmates who make the
long trip through outer space
to visit all of the planets in
the solar system (including
Pluto).
The program was written
in the early ‘90s and was
borrowed
from
another
planetarium in Rochester,
N.Y. Though the story is set
for a younger audience, the
excitement of the planetarium
isn’t lost on older people who
come to see the show.
Audiences
might
be
interested in the changes
coming to the planetarium this
summer. The planetarium will
be closed from June to August
for construction.
According to planetarium

coordinator, David Weinrich,
it will be completely re-done.
“We’ll be getting new seats,
moving the entrance and
changing the placement of the
control console,” he said.
Weinrich also mentioned the
planetarium will eventually be
getting a new projector so it can
be used to display other films,
such as nature documentaries
or even work from visiting
artists. The date of the new
projector’s arrival will depend
entirely upon funding.
If you’d like to support the

planetarium, you can take
your child, brother, sister,
niece or nephew to “The Space
Bus,” showing Sundays at 2
p.m. and Mondays at 7 p.m,
until March 5.
General admission is $3;
children 12 and under, senior
citizens and Tri-College
students are $1.50.The MSUM
Planetarium is located in
Bridges 167.
Johanson can be reached
at johnsel@mnstate.edu.

jon lambert / advocate photo editor

Trisha Issendorf and her 6-year-old son Isaiah Issendorf take their
seats in the planetarium for Monday’s showing of “The Space Bus.”

Schafer can be reached
at schaal@mnstate.edu.

Former theater
director started
Straw Hat Co.
Advocate staff reports
Professor Emeritus Delmar
J. Hansen, 81, long-time
MSUM theater director, died
Jan. 19 at Villa Maria Nursing
Home in Fargo. A memorial
service is tentatively planned
for March. Arrangements
are being handled by Wright
Funeral Home.
Hansen, who came to
MSUM in 1958, created the
university’s theater department along with the university’s Straw Hat Summer
Theatre Company.
During his 32-year teaching
career, which included directing more than 300 campus
productions, he watched and
tutored hundreds of students
who have gone on to become
professionals in television,
stage, business and education.

to Hansen, page 11

Honoring King
Holiday provides
time off from school
to reflect on civil
rights leader’s work

Opinion, page 4

Monster match
‘Cloverfield’ has
a new take
on horror films
that is worth hyping

A&E, page 6

‘Outstanding’ award
Freshman wrestler
earns national
recognition, team
takes sixth overall

Sports, page 8
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Advocate meetings
3:30 p.m. Mondays
in CMU 110
The Advocate would like
to invite any interested students to their weekly meetings
in The Advocate office. Pick
up an application today and
apply to be a sports writer,
staff writer, cartoonist or
photographer.
The
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News Briefs

Science Center
hosts candlelight
skiing

The MSUM Regional Science
Center presents an evening
of candlelight cross country
skiing in cooperation with
Buffalo River State Park from
6 to 8:30 p.m. on Saturday.
Participants will enjoy the
ski trails, hot beverages and
a campfire. It’s free, but bring
your own skis (a Minnesota
ski pass can be purchased that
evening). For more information on the trails, call (218)
498-2124.
The Science Center is located 16 miles east of Moorhead
off Highway 10.

Spend spring break
in Paris

MSUM’s office of international programs is presenting
a spring break tour of Paris.
The groups will leave Fargo
on Feb. 29 and return on
March 9. The program is open
to students, faculty and the
community.
The tour will be led by Jim
Kaplan of MSUM’s department of languages and cultures.
The group will stay at Hotel
St. André des Arts in a lively
Left Bank neighborhood near
the Louvre and Notre Dame.
Students may register for
French 290 to obtain one or
two credits.
There will be an informational meeting about the Paris
trip at 4 p.m. today in CMU
214.
For further information contact international programs at
477-2956 or kaplan@mnstate.
edu.
To be placed on a list for
further information send an
e-mail to stdyabrd@mnstate.
edu.

Upperclass
scholarships due

Applications and recommendation forms for an
upperclassmen scholarship
are available online at: www.
mnstate.edu/finaid/upperclassscholarship.cfm
Students must meet all of the
following criteria: Currently
enrolled MSUM student pursuing their first undergraduate degree; have completed at
least 12 MSUM credits by the
end of fall semester 2007.
Minimum cumulative GPA
of 3.25 or higher at the end of
fall semester 2007; must enroll
in a minimum of 12 credit
hours per semester. This is for
the fall and or spring semesters of 2008-2009.
One faculty recommendation (form is attached to application), along with the application and required essay.
Students who receive a continuing MSUM scholarship for
2008-2009 are not eligible to
apply.
The deadline is Feb. 1.
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Future students
visit campus

Visit day will start at 9 a.m.
with a welcome and admissions presentation at 9:30
a.m. on Saturday in the CMU
Ballroom.
Other activities include an
academic presentation, campus tour, complimentary
lunch, student services exhibits and a student panel.
For reservations or more
information, go to www.
go.mnstate.edu, or call the
MSUM admissions office at
(218) 477-2161 or (800) 5937246.

Join the student
senate

From 6 to 9 p.m. on Monday,
in the CMU Ballroom for a
Mock Caucus. You will learn
more about the Minnesota
Caucus, find out how to get
involved and enjoy some free
pizza!

National Security
offers opportunities

The National Security
Education Program has scholarships available for the 200809 school year.
Applicants must be willing
to study language extensively
in a country of U.S. Security
interest.
For more information, visit
www.iie.org/nsep or stop by
international programs in FR
151.

Financial
applications due

The 2008-2009 financial aid
application priority date of
Feb. 15 is fast approaching. In
order to receive maximum consideration of all financial aid
programs, you must submit
your 2008-2009 FAFSA to the
processor by MSUM’s priority
date of Feb. 15. Submitting
your FAFSA by this date
will give you priority consideration for campus-based
aid programs (Work Study,
Perkins Loan and SEOG).
File the FAFSA online at
www.fafsa.ed.gov. You will
need your federal PIN to electronically sign the application.
Dependent students: both the
student and parent must sign
the FAFSA. If you are unable
to complete the FAFSA online,
please contact our office (4772251 or finaid@mnstate.edu)
for additional information.

MSUM Outstanding
Advisor Awards

The advising support center
would like to recognize outstanding advisors. Students,
faculty and staff may nominate candidates that they
would like recognized for
their exceptional work. Pick
up a form at the Advising
Support Center (Flora Frick
153), or submit a form online
at www.mnstate.edu/advising. Submission deadline is
Jan. 28.

Michael Johnson / the advocate

Cross country skiing is a cheap and easy way to get out and enjoy
the trails along the Buffalo River State Park in Glyndon.

Security update
Director of Campus Security Michael Parks

Pot problems persist
By AMY LEARN
Staff Writer

Drunken fight

There was a feud in West
Snarr on Jan. 15 that called
attention of campus security.
A male and female student
were involved in some sort
of altercation and were yelling and throwing things at
one another. Moorhead Police
were called in and the students were cited with minor in
possession.

Theft in Snarr

On Jan. 19 around 1 a.m., a
male in South Snarr went to
take a shower. He brought his
wallet and his clothes into the
bathroom. When he got out
of the shower his wallet was
gone.
If you are a residential student, be aware of what you
bring into the community
bathrooms. It may be best to
leave valuables in your dorm
room, Parks said.

Suspicious odors

Campus security tracked
down suspicious smells in
South Snarr on Jan. 16. Two
males were smoking marijuana in their dorm room and the
Moorhead Police were called.
The two were cited with possession of drug paraphernalia.

Window smoking

In third floor East Snarr, a
male student was smoking pot

in clear view in front of his
dorm window.
When the campus security
drove by and saw him, they
went to his room to question
him. The police were called in
and he was cited with possession of marijuana and paraphernalia.
There seems to be a pattern
of weekly marijuana busts
on campus, but according to
Parks hard drugs aren’t an
epidemic on our campus.
“We know they are out
there, we’re not naive,” Parks
said. “We do watch for it, but
statistically, we just don’t see
it.”

Missing person

Concerned friends of an
international student called
into campus security on Jan.
16 after not seeing or having
any contact with their friend
for five days.
“Certainly, one cause for
concern was that he has only
been here for one semester
and not being familiar with
the area the harsh weather
was a concern,” Parks said.
A missing persons report
was filed and the media was
alerted. With the help of
Facebook messaging, he was
found within 15 hours in
Grand Forks, N.D., unharmed.
The reasoning for his disappearance is unknown.
Staff writer Amy Learn
can be reached
at AmyL228@hotmail.com.

BUSY BUBBLES
LOWEST PRICE EVER

RED HOT DEAL!!!!
$15.00 A MONTH
UNLIMITED TANNING

MINIMUM 3 MONTH REQUIREMENT
Visit http://www.washandtan.com
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Buffalo State Park offers winter workout
Skiing, snowshoeing and sledding that are breathtaking in more than one way
Just 16 miles east of
Moorhead on U.S. Highway
10, lies a secluded trail that
rolls around Buffalo River
State Park.
From sunrise to sunset
every day, the trail is open to
walking, snowshoeing, cross
country skiing and, for the
true outdoors person, winter
camping.
The most recent addition
to the park is a sledding hill
for youngsters. Venturing out
on a brisk afternoon, the trail
becomes a place of reflection,
as well as some intense cardio.
For those with the urge to
cut through the crisp snow but
who lack the right equipment,
the Recreation and Outing
Center can help, with affordable ski rentals and knowledgeable staff available.
One experienced cross
country skier is Jessica Allen,
a junior elementary education
major and one of the many
ROC staffers.
For the cross country journey, the ROC can offer up
skis, poles and boots to fit
anyone’s needs. By using a
skier’s height, Allen carefully
chooses the right length of skis
and poles.
Student rates for a pair of
skis are $4 per day. However,
there is also a $130 deposit
given back with the safe return
of the equipment. Once all the
paper work is filled out, don’t
forget to grab a map of the

park, which is available free
of charge.
For the more adventuresome, there are camping supplies at very low rates at the
ROC as well. Winter camping,
though not quite as popular as
cross country skiing still does
occur.
“Once in a while we get
crazy people who do (winter
camp),” Allen said.
The first heavy snow the
area received, plus additional
flurries, is providing for some
excellent skiing in the park.
Allen said the number of
ski renters is up from last
year because of the increased
snowfall.
Driving out to the park
takes a short time, but allows
enough time to warm a pair of
ski boots on a car heater.
For tri-college students, faculty and staff members, parking is available at the regional
science center for free. A ski
pass for $5 or a season permit
for $15 is needed and can be
picked up at the park office.
The seven miles of crosscountry skiing rolls over
Buffalo River, through the
woods and across the wild
prairie.
If attempting this entire
trek, remember that there is a
warming house open from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. However, it is at
the start and end of the trail.
Cross country skiing at
Buffalo River State Park not
only allows for some time to
look at the 300 acres of natural
field and forest, but it also is
a great workout whether on

The planning process for
moving the bookstore into the
CMU is moving into the beginning stages of pre-design.
During the pre-design
phase, an architect will work
with a committee as well as
different subgroups representing various aspects of the project, including, but not limited
to the Union and the bookstore.

MSCU has created a task
force to look into mental health
issues on campus.
Student senate is looking
for an elections chair to plan
and manage upcoming spring
student senate elections.
Moorhead City Council
member Mark Hintermeyer
will be visiting student senate
at the Jan. 24 meeting.
The Mock Caucus is coming

By MICHAEL JOHNSON
Staff Writer

Michael Johnson / the advocate

The seven miles of cross country ski trails in Buffalo River State Park provide views across the prairie and through a hardwood forest, which offers many chances for viewing wildlife.

a relaxing walk or a fall over,
out of breath workout.
The Buffalo River site hosts
several events during the winter months along with the regular activities. On Saturday
and Feb. 2 the park will be
hosting its annual candlelight
snowshoe, ski and hike event
from 6 to 9 p.m.
Event seekers can ski along
the river trail or take the alternate trail for snowshoeing and
hiking from the picnic area to
the Regional Science Center.
Both the trails are lit by fire
and the event will be followed
by refreshments. For more
information contact the park
office at (218) 498-2124.
Johnson can be reached at
johnsomic@mnstate.edu

Student Senate Summary: Jan. 24

up on Jan. 28 with training
starting at 6 p.m. in the CMU.
Student senate appointed
four new senators this week.
They were: Justin Moen to an
Arts & Humanities seat,; Scott
Garman to a Graduate seat;
Andrew Soucek and Srilan
Withanachi to an Off-Campus
seat.

To senate, page 11
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Advocate editorial board
Liz Johanson
Assistant Editor

Ben Sailer
Opinion Editor

Martin Luther
King Jr.’s legacy
leaves us with a
chance to learn
As you are probably aware, Monday was Martin Luther King Jr. Day.
Much more than just another excuse to give us all a
day off of school, it’s a time for us to recognize the
accomplishments of a man who did more to further
the cause for civil rights in this country than perhaps
any other individual.

Illustration by John Berdahl / The Advocate

Alyssa Schafer
Editor

Recent media coverage of Barack Obama and Hillary Clinton’s verbal sparring over issues of gender
and race have the whole country buzzing, but, clearly,
many hair-splitters have missed King’s message.
King spent his time teaching others about kindness,
understanding and peace.
According to his biography on NobelPrize.org, Martin
Luther King Jr. was born on Jan. 15, 1929, in Atlanta, Ga., and was the son of a pastor. He graduated
from high school at the age of 15, before attending
Morehouse College in his home town. He then spent
three years studying theology at Crozer Theological
Seminary in Upland, Pa., before finishing his graduate
studies at Boston University.
By 1954, King was a pastor in Montgomery, Ala., and
a high-ranking member of the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People (better known
as the NAACP).
In 1955, he led a boycott in protest of racial segregation that lasted 382 days, which he continued even
after being arrested and having his home bombed.
King later became the president of a civil rights
group, the Southern Christian Leadership Conference.
He gave hundreds of speeches (including his famous
“I Have a Dream” speech, which he delivered in front
of an audience of 250,000 people). He also wrote
numerous books and traveled extensively to promote
equal rights for blacks.
At 35, King became the youngest person ever to lay
claim to the Nobel Peace Prize. Perhaps even more
remarkable is the fact that he donated the monetary
portion of prize to help further the civil rights movement.
On April 4, 1968, King was assassinated in a Memphis, Tenn., hotel, ending his life prematurely. With
that, the civil rights movement lost one of its most
active and visible proponents.
Martin Luther King Jr. Day was declared a national
holiday in 1986. Even though some Americans think
we are beyond racism, this yearly reminder of King’s
wisdom is as valuable and as necessary as ever.

Stop racial intolerance
Racism in this day and age is unacceptable
I was in the car with my
sister earlier this week, and in
our conversation, we ended
up on the topic of racism.
She told me this story about
when she was at the grocery
store and every checkout
lane was jam-packed. That
is, except for the one on the
end that happened to have a
black man behind the register,
looking at my sister with an
expression that seemed to say,
“So, are you afraid to come
through my lane, too?”
It wasn’t just older people
who seemed to be avoiding
him, either.
I thought that was horrible,
but it got worse.
On another occasion, she
told me she was looking after
her neighbor’s adopted 10year-old daughter one night,
who is Vietnamese, and the
girl said the kids in school call
her a “war baby.”
There is something deeply disturbing about children
using outdated racial epithets
against one another. Kids call
each other names, sure, but a
term like “war baby” (referring to the Vietnam War) is
so old that they most likely
picked it up from a parent or

a grandparent, which would
seem to suggest their racist
attitude is being passed down
to them by people who should
know better.
My sister felt awful after
hearing this, so she decided
to take the girl out to Denny’s
to cheer her up, where a table
full of older men (who, judging by the inscriptions on their
baseball caps, appeared to be
Vietnam War vets) gave her
dirty looks.
The fact they were war vets
makes it a little more understandable that they might be
a little nervous (women and
children were often strapped
with explosives during the
war, and I can’t imagine what
kinds of things those men
might have seen), but it certainly doesn’t make it OK to
glare at a kid minding her own
business in a public place.
She wrapped up her rant
by telling me that someone
in our extended family, who
shall remain nameless, said

of Barack Obama: “Well, you
can’t let the blacks get in
there.”
I couldn’t believe anyone
would actually say a thing
like that.
I never thought racism was
as big of an issue as it is in our
community. I’d expect it to
be a bigger issue in a smaller
town (not to stereotype anyone from a small town), but
I would have thought FargoMoorhead to be a large and
racially diverse enough area
that things like this wouldn’t
happen with such apparent
frequency.
Maybe I was wrong.
Everyone should already
know this (and if you don’t,
it’s time for you to learn), but
racism is never acceptable. It
saddens me to no end that, in
2008, racism is still a prevalent
problem in this country and in
this region in particular.
If anyone knows of anything
that can be done to curb this
culture of intolerance, please
let me know, because I’m long
on motivation and short on
ideas.
Fighting racism?
E-mail Sailer at
sailerbe@gmail.com.

The opinions expressed in The Advocate are not necessarily those of the college
administration, faculty or student body. The Advocate encourages Letters to the
Editor and Your Turn submissions. They should be typed and must include the
writer’s name, signature, address, phone number, year in school or occupation
and any affiliations. Letters are due by 5 p.m. Monday and can be sent to
MSUM Box 130,
dropped off in The Advocate office
or e-mailed to advocate@mnstate.edu.
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Friendships require extra effort
Bitter, brutal, biting…and
the adjectives could go on to
describe just how cold the
weather has been lately. I am
convinced that my extremities
are seconds away from frostbite by the time I reach campus after walking five blocks
from my apartment.
With the knowledge of how
wickedly cold it is, I made the
wise decision to spend my
long weekend in a place that is
typically a few degrees colder
than Fargo-Moorhead. That’s
right, I spent three ridiculously cold days in the frozen town
of Grand Forks, N.D.
Now before you pass me off

as a crazy person, please hear
me out, because
—believe it or
not—I
actually had a very
legitimate reason for trekking
to Grand Forks
under these conditions.
When I was a freshman here
at MSUM, I met a girl in the
bathroom as I was changing
the radio station. She and I
talked for about 20 minutes
and shortly after that became
nearly inseparable. In fact, we
decided to room together that
year and the next two years as

well. We became the best of
friends.
This past semester, despite
my pleading against it, she
moved to Grand Forks for an
internship. Fortunately, she
still came back to Moorhead
frequently, so we have kept
in touch. In her absence I’ve
learned more than ever that

friends truly are treasures.
There are few people in this
world with whom I can play
games until the wee hours
of the night, finish their sentences and have conversations
about anything in the world.
As I’m nearing the end of
my college career, I’m beginning to really understand the
importance of staying in touch
with friends. Although, I may
never be as close as I once was
with some of these amazing
friends, that doesn’t mean I
should drop them completely.
I look back at my high
school years and am sad to
realize that I’ve only managed

to keep a small handful of
those friendships. I don’t want
the same to happen to me with
college. Many of these could
be friends of mine forever.
Neglecting these friendships
would really be a shame.
So, even though it may
mean traveling to what is in
my opinion one of the coldest
places on earth, it’s worth it if
it means keeping a friendship
alive.

Freezing for your friends?
E-mail Long
at kimmyk04@hotmail.com.

Illustration by John Berdahl / The Advocate

Lacking heroes

Plastic sleds never die

Illustration by Christopher Fried

As I look over the remaining stock of sleds now on
clearance I am reminded of
what my sister told me. “You
know all the plastic that was
ever made is still here and
still plastic?” Of course I knew
that. I just didn’t really think
about it. Looking at these
sleds I realized that I have had
probably a dozen plastic sleds
and destroyed them all.
The first time I went sledding was with my cousins on
a huge sand pile covered in
snow. This was also the first
time I learned how to destroy
a sled. We had created two
paths, which crossed near
the bottom. My cousins and

I were all very small, young
and uneducated enough to
pile three people in a sled and
hurl ourselves down the hill
at the same time as another
sled full of cousins came barreling down the other path.
Narrowly dodging huge ash
trees we would collide near
the bottom into a pile of mangled body parts and flying
plastic. We must have gone
through three sleds that day.
The not so funny thing is

that 14 years later those shards
of plastic are still at the bottom
of that hill. Plastic is a constant
reminder of the fun and stupid
things we did in days gone by
because it never leaves.
If there are people around
a thousand years from now,
archaeologists will walk to
the bottom of the sand pile,
piecing together the fragments
from my old blue sled and
say, “This plastic was once
an abundant material used
by 20th Century rednecks.”
I miss that sled and I hope it
ends up in a museum.
Wrecked your sled?
E-mail Johnson at
johnsomic@mnstate.edu.

A few years ago, I lived in Starkville, Miss. Mississippi State
University is in Starkville, so it’s a more progressive part of the
state. Don’t get me wrong—it’s still extremely conservative, but
they are used to people moving in and out of town from other
places. I lived there during the 2000 election, and my friend and
I had the day off from school for Martin Luther King Jr. Day.
Like typical high school students, we decided to go downtown
and poke around. It turned out to be an experience I haven’t
forgotten.
We made our way up a hill to the courthouse. When we got
there, we heard a slow, rhythmic voice repeating Dr. King’s
speech. The crowd was all black, except for me and one other
Caucasian. As we moved up to listen, hymns poured from the
group. We all crossed our arms, held hands and sang, “We Shall
Overcome.” It started out slowly, and the crowd swayed. Many
in the crowd had tears rolling down their cheeks. With our arms
interlocked, our bodies swaying and our voices singing, we
became one.
This year in Moorhead, I sat at home on Martin Luther King
Jr. Day, listening to a mix of election rhetoric and the National
Public Radio’s Martin Luther King Jr. Day Special, thinking
about eight years earlier, when I realized that my generation
has no heroes. We don’t have wonderful figures that commonly
inspire us, as past generations did. In fact, we borrow heroes.
We buy posters with quotes from John F. Kennedy or Martin
Luther King Jr., among others. Britney Spears and President
Bush just don’t cut it. I’ve always had trouble answering the
fourth-grade essay question, “Who’s your hero and why?”
I actually think this is one reason Barack Obama is doing so
well with young people in the election. He is the first person our
generation has had that we find exciting and uplifting. He is the
closest thing we have had to a hero, other than Paris Hilton.
Got a hero?
E-mail WIlson-Mattson at wilsonle@mnstate.edu.
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Godzilla meets his monster match
“Cloverfield” presents an edgy take on the monster movie genre
By MAX HEESCH
Staff Writer

Godzilla has nothing on this
monster.
Where the dreaded beast
from Tokyo often displayed
some sort of intelligence or
moral fiber when stomping
through cities and fighting
other monsters, the creature
in “Cloverfield” is something
completely different. A behemoth of instinct and rage with
no other agenda but destruction and mayhem wrought
upon New York City.
And that is all you know
going into what can be called

the most eagerly awaited movie
of the new year. Not only is it
a new breed of monster movie,
but it is also a new breed of
movie-going experience.
The main gimmick behind
“Cloverfield” is the fact that
the whole movie is laid out for
the audience as a home video
made as the disaster of the
monster unfolds. This point
of view technique, which was
first incorporated in the 1999
horror film “The Blair Witch
Project,” is put to better use
here. Though a bit disorientating at first, it proves itself a
successful tactic by adding to
the already intense action and

suspense.
To further add to the illusion of the whole movie being
a home video, the film begins
with a message stating that
the following tape was found
by the military in the aftermath of what is code-named
Cloverfield.
It then proceeds with the
actual tape, showing Rob and
Beth (Michael Stahl-David
and Odette Yustman), who are
friends enjoying a first date at
Coney Island with Rob taping,
the day before his departure to
a new job in Japan. The tape
then cuts to Rob’s farewell
party, with Rob’s best friend
Hud (T.J. Miller) who accidentally tapes over Rob’s date to
film testimonials from all the
party guests.
However, this is the least of
Hud’s problems as an explosion in the night brings the
party to a halt and outside.
Once outside, Hud watches
as the head of the Statue of
Liberty hurls through buildings into the street followed
by a shaky shot of something
among the skyscrapers, causing untold destruction.
From there it is a roller coaster ride as Rob, with a couple
of others, leads an attempt to
escape the city, all with Hud

filming the entire time. The
film packs quite a punch, with
the rag-tag group of survivors
frantically making their way
around the city.
The journey takes them from
a deserted subway tunnel to
the top of a tilting building
and even in the middle of firefight between the military and
the beast. All the while Hud
tries to show the events of
the disaster, throwing in witty
commentary every now and
then to lighten the tension.
The subway tunnel scene in
particular is a perfect example
of how the camcorder becomes
a tool which the film utilizes
to an amazing degree. The
scene also shows that even
with the monster ravaging the
city above, the survivors are
still not safe.
“Cloverfield” is remarkably
well made, with the creature
looking extremely life-like
and looking like nothing ever
seen. Reportedly made for
only $25 million, it resembles
something with an immensely
higher budget.
Unfortunately, people in
the Fargo-Moorhead area may
not get to see this fantastic
movie anytime soon. Marcus
Theatres was unable to reach
an agreement with Paramount,

the studio that released the
film, on how the profits were
to be split.
A similar matter with
“Sweeney Todd: The Demon
Barber of Fleet Street” was just
recently settled, and the film is
now showing at West Acres.
Eventually, “Cloverfield”
will make it’s way here, but not
soon enough for some to see if
it lives up to the hype that has
generated around it since the
cryptic teaser appeared last
summer.
The good news is that it
indeed does live up to the
hype and exceeds all expectations. The expertly executed
film with its superb cinematography and editing convince
that what you are watching
actually happened.
The film’s unknown cast
also pitches in realistic performances. This is a rare film that
keeps you on the edge of your
seat the whole movie.
Be warned though—the
spastic visual style of the film
may not be up everyone’s
alley. For those who want a
movie that is new and fresh
from the winter movie season,
this monster is for you.
Heesch can be reached
at maxheesch@hotmail.com.

submitted photo

Rob (Michael Stahl-David) and Lily (Jessica Lucas) struggle to survive when a mysterious thing
unexpectedly attacks New York City in “Cloverfield.”

Artist sale

Artsy Alternatives

In order to clean out their studios, Bob
Kurkowski, Jon Ofutt, Kay Ornberg
and Mary Pfeifer will hold a sale at 8
a.m. every day until Jan. 31 at the Art
Connection in Fargo.

Theatre

Tin Roof Theatre Co. presents Neil Simon’s hit Broadway play, “The Odd
Couple.” The production runs at 7:30
p.m. every Thursday through Saturday
now through Jan. 26 at the Main Avenue Theater. There will also be a Sunday matinee at 2 p.m. Jan. 27. Call (701)
306-5843 for ticket information.

Planetarium

Pancake feed

Celebrating 50th anniversary of Boy
Scout Troop 214, Faith Methodist
Church in Fargo will host a pancake
feed at 6 p.m. Friday. The menu includes
gluten-free pancakes. Admission is $4
in advance or $5 at the door. For more
information, call (701) 232-6844.

Honors lecture

An Honors Program lecture by biosciences professor Linda Fusilier on “The
Case of the Female Orgasm: At the Intersection of Science and Society,” will
be held at 6:30 p.m. Wednesday, Jan. 23
in the science lab building, room 118.

In Memoriam

The MSUM Cinethusiasts Club will be
hosting a remembrance event to celebrate the life of film studies professor
Rusty Casselton. The memorial/celebration will take place at 6:30 p.m. Jan.
31 in Weld Hall’s Glasrud Auditorium.
The evening will consist of stories and
presentations and will conclude with
the screening of one of Rusty’s favorArtist reception
ite silent films accompanied on the
In an artist lecture and reception at 5:30
Wurlitzer organ by David Knutson.
p.m. today (Thursday) at the NDSU
Downtown Campus, NDSU will announce its James Rosenquist Artist in
Residence, sculptor Jonathan Pellitteri.
The MSUM Planetarium presents the
show “Space Bus” Sundays at 2 p.m.
and Mondays at 7 p.m. now through
Feb. 25. General admission is $3; children 12 years of age and under, senior
citizens and Tri-College students are
$1.50.
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English department announces McGrath schedule
Advocate staff reports
This
semester ’s
Tom
McGrath Visiting Writers
Series promises to provide a
mix of speakers and literary
genres, from crime writing to
memoirs to poetry.
Named in honor of the late
Tom McGrath, a prize-winning poet who taught writing at MSUM from 1969 until
his retirement in 1983, the
McGrath Series aims to bring
campus some of the finest
contemporary writers to read
and share their work with students, faculty and the public.
Authors Pete Hautman
and Mary Logue kick off the
semester’s schedule on Feb.
7. Their visit will focus on
“Partners in Crime (Writing).”
Logue was born and raised in
Minnesota. She has taught for
many years at the Loft Literary
Center in Minneapolis, the U
of M, and Hamline University

in St. Paul.
Her most recent books
include “Maiden Rock,”
her eighth crime novel, and
“Skullduggery,” the second
in the Bloodwater mystery
series with Hautman. Her
novel “Dark Coulee” won a
Minnesota Book Award.
Hautman is the author of
more than 20 novels for adults
and teens. For eight years he
attended the Minneapolis
College of Art & Design and
the U of M, though he didn’t
graduate from either institution.
His novel “Godless” won
the 2004 National Book Award
for Young People’s Literature
and his poker-themed crime
novels, “Drawing Dead”
and “The Mortal Nuts” were
selected as New York Times
Book Review Notable Books.
The two authors live
together in Minnesota and
Wisconsin.

McGRATH
AT A GLANCE
• Feb. 7—Pete Hautman
and Mary Logue
• March 18—Jaed
Muncharoen Coffin
• April 15—Jim Moore
The next visiting writer is
Jaed Muncharoen Coffin, who
will speak on March 18.
He is the author of “A Chant
to Soothe Wild Elephants,” a
memoir about his return to
his mother’s native village in
Thailand. At the age of 21,
Jaed Muncharoen Coffin, a
half-Thai American man, left
New England’s privileged
Middlebury College to be
ordained as a Buddhist monk
in his mother’s native village
on Panomsarakram, thus ful-

Let’s get graphic

Jon lambert / advocate photo editor

Brian Gunderson, an art
director/designer at Goodby,
Silverstein & Partners, an
award-winning advertising and
market research firm based in
San Francisco, gave a presentation on his graphic design
work on Jan. 18 in Center for
the Arts 165.
Gunderson,
a
2000
BFA
graduate of MSUM, possesses
a bold, illustrative style that
has won him industry awards
both nationally and internationally. In 2004 he was included
among the top 20 visual artists
under the age of 30 by PRINT
magazine, and he was selected
one of Graphic Design USA’s
2005 People to Watch.
His recent work includes
interactive branding for Got
Milk, a series of 36 cover
illustrations for Harcourt Publishers, and iconography in the
recent HP’s “The Computer is
Personal Again” campaign. His
work is found in publications
such as Communication Arts,
Graphis, Print Magazine.

Your locally owned off sale
Open 10 am to 10 pm
2511 12th Ave. S. Moorhead 218-236-9494

filling a familial obligation.
A Golden Gloves boxer and
lobster fisherman, he lives in
Portland, Maine, where he
works for the Maine Writers
and Publishers Alliance.
Coffin holds a Bachelor of
Arts degree in philosophy
from Middlebury College
and an Master of Fine Arts
degree from the University of
Southern Maine’s Stonecoast
Writing Program.
Poet Jim Moore will finish off the 2007-2008 school
year when he visits MSUM on
April 15.
Moore is the author of seven
books of poetry, including the
2006 Minnesota Book Award
winner “Lightning at Dinner.”
His poems have appeared
in The New Yorker, The Paris
Review and The Nation,
among others, as well as in
several anthologies. He has
also collaborated with choreographer Rannee Ranaswamy

on two commissioned works.
He teaches in the Hamline
University MFA program
and works online with
poets through the Split Rock
Mentoring Program at the
U of M. He was a winner
of the 2002 Loft-McKnight
Award in poetry, and has
twice served as the EdelsteinKeller Distinguished Visiting
Professor in Creative Writing
at U of M.
All featured writers will give
a talk on the Writer’s Craft at
4 p.m. in CMU 101. The actual
readings will take place at 8
p.m. in the same room.
All events are free and
open to the public. For more
information, contact professor
Thom Tammaro in the English
department.

Contact us
at advocate@mnstate.edu.
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Freshman wrestler Derek Bomstad full of suprises

unranked and unattached and
won second place.
Sports Editor
“He’s not a real strong pracDerek Bomstad walked past
tice room guy,” Spiess said
the awards table on the last
after the tournament. “I’m
day of the National Duals and
surprised how well he did
glanced at the Outstanding
today.”
Wrestler Award. Despite winExample: Bomstad exceedning all four matches on the
ing expectations.
first day of the tournament, he
Later in the season Bomstad
didn’t think a freshman like
dislocated his shoulder. This
himself would win it.
ended his first year of college
MSUM lost the final team
wrestling on the mat.
dual, giving them a sixth place
At the beginning of the curfinish, but Bomstad won his
rent season, Bomstad had to
final individual match 5-2.
fight off a senior and a junior
Afterward, he and his team
for the 141-pound varsity
packed the bus, ecstatic about
spot.
the successful finish.
He decided he wouldn’t
“We did a lot better than
cut eight pounds for the 133any of us on the team thought
pound spot. The junior, Kelly
we would do. Sixth place is
Janke would do that.
something to be proud of at
Instead, he would wrestlethat tournament,” Bomstad
off a senior captain who qualisaid.
		
Jon lambert / advocate photo editor
fied for Nationals last season,
The National Duals invite Freshman wrestler Derek Bomstad pinned Dustin Kleppe of the University of Mary on Jan. 9. He helped
Troy Mcfarland. Bomstad won
the top 16 teams from each propel his team to a 43-3 and a Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference victory. The Dragons are 10-4
the close wrestle-off and surcollegiate division for the right overall in dual meets this season including a sixth place finish at the National Dual tournament.
prised his teammates and his
to be crowned the best team in
coach.
the nation, and head coach exceeded his own expecta- his hometown Hutchinson nament during his final year
“I have the mindset that anyof high school. Ridgewater
Keenan Spiess was hoping for tions, which is a good way Tigers.
one
is beatable on any given
to describe his
Bomstad accumulated a College in Willmar, Minn. was
the team to finday,”
Bomstad said. “If you
entire wrestling 176-21 record during the four the only other school vying for
ish in the top
“He had many
think
you’re
going to lose…
career.
years he started on the varsity Bomstad’s abilities.
eight.
qualities I
then
you’ve
already
lost.”
“With those team.
The young talent decided
couldn’t coach
But this day
Example:
Bomstad
exceedand he always
wins he should
Hutchinson’s high school on Division II MSUM because
wasn’t about
ing
expectations.
strove to be the
have made a head coach, Todd Card, of the successful wrestling
the team. It was
This season Bomstad is 19best.”
name for him- described Bomstad as a very program. He also got a push
about Bomstad.
5
and has the second highself nationally,” instinctive and natural wres- to become a Dragon from his
He didn’t know
est
winning percentage of all
Todd
Card
Spiess
said. tler.
assistant high school coach
it—but it was.
varsity
wrestlers only behind
Hutchinson’s High School
“It was a great
“He had many qualities I Christian Ochsendorf, who
A typical bus
Head Wrestling Coach
junior
Tyler
Tubbs.
surprise and couldn’t coach, and he always was once an All-American
ride
turned
“He’s
making
a bang right
honor. He really strove to be the best,” Card wrestler at MSUM.
into an exciting
away
and
I
always
knew he
said. “During his matches it
The first few weeks of practrip home for Bomstad when deserved it.”
could,”
Spiess
said.
Bomstad started wresting seemed as if he knew what tice with a collegiate team was
former MSUM wrestler and
Bomstad’s aggressive wreswhen
he was in third grade. the other guy was going to do high paced and different for
current assistant coach, Nate
tling
style has allowed him
Bomstad.
Baker, received a surprising He stuck with the sport and before he did it.”
to compete with
Each year Bomstad partici“Everyone in
phone call about the young realized he had a talent just
I have the
the some of
before junior high.
pated in the Minnesota State the room was a
wrestler.
mindset that
the top-ranked
“That’s when I knew I Wrestling Tournament at the state champion
anyone is
“You
got
the
Most
wrestlers
in
beatable on any
Outstanding Wrestler Award,” wanted to go to college and Xcel Energy Center. He placed at their weight
the
nation.
given
day.
If
you
wrestle,” Bomstad said.
fourth as a freshman and as a and it was very
Baker said to Bomstad.
Assistant coach
think you’re going
He
built
his
wrestling
sophomore, second as a junior tough competiThe 141-pound freshman
to lose…then
Kyle Trout has
from Hutchinson, Minn., resume during his time with and won the Minnesota State tion,” Bomstad
you’ve already lost.”
been pleased
Class AAA title at 130-pounds said.
with Bomstad’s
in his senior season.
Not expectDerek Bomstad
performance
“I was supposed to win ing much from MSUM Freshman Wrestler
and has watched
in my senior year,” Bomstad a
freshman,
him get better
said. “So I did what I was sup- Spiess
redeach
day
in
practice.
posed to do that time.”
shirted Bomstad his first year
“I’ve expected him to plaExample: Bomstad meeting with the team. Spiess would
teau
like all other wrestlers
expectations.
be proven wrong at the 2006
do,”
Trout
said. “Bomstad has
Then the recruitment from NDSU Open—Bomstad’s first
constantly
gotten
better.”
MSUM started. Spiess talked collegiate matches.
Bomstad
has
set
his career
to Bomstad about MSUM’s
The bright-eyed wrestler
goals
at
the
top
rung
of the
wrestling program after a tour- stepped in the tournament
achievement ladder. He wants
to be an All-American all four
years he starts on the varsity team with MSUM. He
also wants to win the National
title.
Example: Bomstad raising
expectations.
Recently McFarland has
recovered from a shoulder
injury and wants his spot
back on the team, the same
spot Bomstad holds. Surely
the senior will take Bomstad’s
spot, right?
Just another expectation for
Bomstad to exceed.
By LUKE HAGEN

“

“

Hagen can be reached
at luke_hagen@hotmail.com.
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A sweep and a split:
Basketball teams return
home from NSIC road trip

their
offense.
Senior
Jessica
Fesenmaier led
the way, scoring 19 of her 25
points after halftime. The team
also shot better as
a whole, 59.3 to
32 percent in the
first half.
Defense was
also a strong
point as Kimmes
Jon lambert / advocate photo editor
and the rest of the
Senior Blake Strouth and the men’s team got
swept on the road over the weekend. Strouth Mustangs were
scored 25 points and grabbed six rebounds in held in check.
The Dragons won
the two games.
61-48.
By RYAN STIEG
“It’s
OK
to
get a split on
Staff Writer
the road,” head coach Karla
The men’s and women’s Nelson said. “We played very
basketball teams traveled on good defense at times of that
the road this weekend for two game.”
Northern Sun Intercollegiate
The first half of Saturday’s
Conference games.
game was similar to the preOn Friday night both vious night. Although more
teams played Southwest of the Dragons were able to
Minnesota State University score, the shots weren’t falling
and on Saturday they traveled all around. MSUM was also
to Wayne, Neb., to take on ice-cold from beyond the arc,
Wayne State.
going 0-for-8. Despite some
The men lost both games shooting woes, the Dragons
and the women split.
held a two-point lead at the
half.
Women grab a split
In the second half, the
Dragons
shot better. But so did
Friday’s game against
the
Wildcats.
Kylee McGill,
Southwest started off slow.
who
scored
11
points before
MSUM struggled to get their
the
break,
continued
to beat
offense going, and were only
MSUM,
and
would
finish
with
able to manage 21 points in
a
career-high
23
points.
The
the first half.
Wildcats
were
able
to
get
lots
The Mustangs were having
of
points
off
of
Dragon
turnthe same problems only with
center Heidi Kimmes able to overs and this helped Wayne
State keep pace with MSUM
find a hot hand.
In the second half, the and force overtime.
The overtime was a back
Dragons were able to find

and forth that ended in
heartbreak for the Dragons.
Laquisha Cook drained a 15foot jumper at the buzzer that
gave the Wildcats the win, and
sent MSUM home.
“We had a chance to win
that game with five seconds to
go,” Nelson said. “Fesenmaier
hit a shot but she was called
for traveling.”
Fesenmaier scored 20 points
and fellow senior Allison
Swenson pitched in 16. Junior
Katie Walden added 10 points
and led the team with 11
rebounds.
The Dragons return home to
play undefeated Concordia-St.
Paul Saturday night.

Men get swept

Like the Dragon women, the
men were coming off a split at
home and were hoping to get
a sweep on the road.
They ended up falling apart
in the second half Friday
against Southwest Minnesota
State, losing 69-64. They followed that disappointment
with their ninth straight loss
to Wayne State by a score of
70-63.
Friday’s game started off
great for junior Justyn Burgess,
but not so great for the rest of
the Dragons. Burgess poured
in 15 points in the first half,
and was 2-for-3 from beyond
the arc. The Dragons went into
the half only down by one.
In the second half, things
went differently. Burgess
cooled off. The rest of the
team played better as the

bench
chipped
in 29 points. The
Dragons
also
played well on the
defensive side of
the ball, turning
Mustang turnovers
into points and getting a good lead as
the game wound
down.
In the last three
minutes of the
game, things fell
apart for MSUM.
The
Mustangs
went on a 12-0 run
to complete their
comeback. Travis
Krenske
scored
a career-high 26
points for SMS.
After
the
loss Friday, the
Dragons tried to
recover against the
Wildcats of Wayne
State.
Wayne State took
Jon lambert / advocate photo editor
an early lead on
Senior
guard
Shelly
Soule and the women’s
MSUM, and never
team defeated Southwest Minnesota State
looked back. The
over the weekend but lost on a final shot by
Dragons tried hard Wayne State.
to close the gap.
MSUM would head into the than five minutes left. But
a late run by SMS gave the
break down by 14.
The Dragons came out with Dragons their second straight
some fire in the second half. loss.
“The losses were disapSenior Blake Strouth got 10
of his team-leading 15 points pointing,” head coach Stu
after the break. MSUM’s bench Engen said. “We were comalso played a big role, supply- peditive over the weekend
ing 13 points to the second- and we didn’t quit.”
They return home Saturday
half rally.
At one point, the Dragons to take on Concordia St. Paul .
cut the lead to one on a threepointer by Strouth with less
Stieg can be reached
at stiegry@mnstate.edu.
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PLASTIC, FROM BACK PAGE
One of the band’s biggest
draws is their clothing style.
“I’ve started to notice that
not only are people interested
in what a band sounds like
but also what they look like,”
Erickson said. “Rest assured,
we’re not glam rock and we’re
not fashion at a disco party.”
Facing the Plastic encourages its fans to show their support in any way they can.
“Introduce us to all of your
friends, buy a T-shirt, buy a
CD. Let local college radio stations know you want to hear
our music on their program,”
Erickson said.
The band also highly

News

encourages fans to come to
their concerts.
“We’ll always give a show
reflecting at least 300 percent
of the audience’s enthusiasm,”
Erickson said.
One of Facing the Plastic’s
long-term fans, Kathryn
Anderson, is a student at
MSUM. She remembers the
first time she saw them play
live.
“They’re extremely energetic and kind of dorky, but in
a good way. They know how
to interact with the crowd,”
she said. “Every time Jay had
a drum solo, Sean and Mike
would go down on one knee
and scream ‘The great Jay

Jorgenson!’”
Anderson is close friends
with the members.
“Sean is crazy and a really
out-there kind of guy, but Jay
is an intellectual,” she said.
“I’ve had numerous deep conversations with him. Mike is
the glue which keeps them
together.”
This summer, Facing the
Plastic has a tour planned
along the East Coast with a
band called Moving to Pluto.
This goes hand-in-hand with
the release of their first CD
in July, titled “Fun! Exciting!
Realistic!”
With the release of their
CD, the band plans to make

their music accessible through
download via iTunes.
“There are a load of factors
that have gone into the reason why we haven’t released
anything until this year,” said
Erickson. “This goes into the
fact that we’re taking careful
planning and are completely
DIY at the moment and fully
operational. Being there is
only three of us, our resources
are slightly limited.”
Facing The Plastic is currently looking for a venue to
play at in the F-M area.
If someone knows of a
place, they can contact the
group at their myspace Web
site, myspace.com/facingth-
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eplastic.
“We’ve gotten through some
pretty disappointing times,”
Erickson said. “I truly believe
you have to go through those
to really enjoy the best of
times, (but) we’re thankful for
the fans that support us and
listen to our music.”
The band has a deep appreciation for their fans and supporters.
“We would still be in the
garage diddling around if
it weren’t for the awesome
shows and amazing people.”
Pearson can be reached
at pearsomi@mnstate.edu

‘Sympathy Drinks’: the finale

A fowl one night stand leaves Chris with heart headache
…… “You’re all early,” she
said to her new arrivals with a
slight slur in her squawk.
How many drinks she had
before Chris arrived, he wasn’t
sure, but the slur did not go
unnoticed. No rooster could
ignore the possibility of getting lucky.
Her three companions were
stereotypical: The overly concerned best friend. The “I told
you so” sister, rudely reminding her of all the losers she’s
dated and is now better off
without. The fake and painfully impersonal let’s-pretendwe’re-friends-now-so-I-canmake-money-off-of-you-later
lawyer. She didn’t seem to
enjoy any of their presences.
Nobody, except for Chris.
As they were talking to
her, her eyes kept darting to
him, alluring him, pleading
with him to take her somewhere, anywhere. A few more
rounds, and she called it a
night. Saying goodbye to her
small crowd, her eyes locked
on Chris, demanding him to
follow her out of the barn.
The night was young and
fresh, and so was their passion. She quickly led him back
to her henhouse, coyly reassuring him that all of her eggs
are taken from her before they
can hatch. Chris thought she
might be an easy prospect,
but she was almost making it
too easy for him. With clear
minds, the hours of darkness
treated them well.
The next morning, Chris
rolled over and sat up, examining the indent in the straw
where she laid the night
before. She was gone.
He put his clothes back on,
and left the house. Did last
night really happen? If not
for a slight burning sensation with every step he took,
he wouldn’t have believed it
himself.
Before he made it a few
yards outside, he saw her waddling toward the house from
the opposite direction. Should
he stop and talk to her? Is he

supposed to be polite and give
her his number, or does the
unwritten “one night stand
policy” prevail?
“Uh, hi,” she said. She
seemed uncomfortable. “So I
talked to my boyfriend this
morning. We’re back together.”
Chris’s ego took a sharp hit
as he wondered what events
within the last few hours led
her to believe crawling back to

her ex was a good decision.
Interesting.
“There’s something I didn’t
tell you. My lawyer…well, my
lawyer at the barn last night
was my ex-boyfriend. He was
there to talk finances, and my
sister and friend were witnesses for legal matters. When
I saw you checking me out, I
decided to take advantage of
you to get to him.”
Confused, Chris stood still.

“It worked, and he called
me this morning, begging for
me to come back to him. So,
last night was fun, but I’ll just
see you around, OK? I’ll call
you.”
She continued into the
house, shutting the door
behind her. Taking a deep
breath, Chris wasn’t sure how
to react. She only wanted him
for his body, and if a different
guy had been standing in his

place last night, she wouldn’t
have cared. He had been used.
And she knew she didn’t have
his number. “I’ll call you” was
his line.
Slowly moving away from
the memory-ridden house,
dragging his claws, it came to
him: he had just met the bird
of his dreams.
This segment was written by
sophomore Ashley Taborsky.
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Hansen, from Front
Originally from Manilla,
Iowa, he joined the Army
after high school and served
as a platoon sergeant in the
Philippines.
After a brief stint in sales for
an Omaha meat packing firm,
he earned an undergraduate
degree in theatre from the
University of Omaha and a
master’s degree from Florida
State.
Hansen then taught high
school in Iowa for two years,
then taught for a year at Illinois
State Normal University and
then for two years at State
University of Iowa, where he
earned his doctorate.
Hansen chaired the MSUM
speech communications and

Classifieds
theatre arts department after
he created it soon after arriving on campus.
He was named Minnesota’s
Professor of the Year by the
Council for Advancement and
Support of Education in 1987
and also received a Burlington
Northern Award for Excellence
in teaching. He retired from
MSUM in 1990.
A Delmar J. Hansen
Scholarship honoring him was
created by the faculty in his
department.
He is survived by his wife
Rhoda, a former English
teacher at Fargo North High
School.

Now Renting

Near Campus! 3-5 bedroom houses
near MSU-M! Signing Leases Now
for 2008. Call 701.412.8579.
UPSCALE DOWNTOWN LIVING
- 1, 2 or 3 bdrm / 2 bath apartments
featuring garages / indoor parking,
central air, private laundry units, from
$600/mo. Sorry, No Pets! Call 701239-2603 for further information.
January, one bedroom, security, heat-water paid, no parties!
Miniblinds, ceiling fan, A/C, new
carpeting. Certified crime/drug free
housing. Assigned off-street parking
with plugins. No Pets 218-3466584. 701-371-7435.

E-mail staff writers
at advocate@mnstate.edu.

Misc.

PREGNANT? You have options.
Pregnancy testing, counseling,
limited ultrasound exams – Free &
Confidential. 701.237.6530 (Fargo)
or www.firstchoiceclinic.com.

state university campuses in
February in an effort to explore
their diversity programs.
For more information please
contact student senate at 4772150 or visit us in CMU 116B.
E-mail student senators
at stusen@mnstate.edu.

Travel
* #1 Spring Break Website! 4 & 7
night trips. Low prices guaranteed.
Group discounts for 8+. Book 20
people, get 3 free trips! Campus
reps needed. www.StudentCity.
com or 800-293-1445.

Senate, from page 3
Student senate will be hosting a “Super Tuesday” party
on Feb. 5 in the senate office
in the CMU. Anyone having
questions regarding the caucus or the voting process day
should stop by.
MSUSA
Diversity
Representative Alex Ellsworth
will be visiting the seven
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Now Hiring

submitted photo

Professor Emeritus Delmar J. Hansen, 81, long-time MSUM theater
director, died Jan. 19 in Fargo. He created the theatre department
and MSUM’s Straw Hat Summer Theatre Company.

Old Broadway is hiring bartenders, doorman, day servers, and
night servers. Night servers start at
$6.00 per hour plus tips. Apply in
person at 22 Broadway, Fargo, ND.
Looking for energetic students to
work early evening hours cleaning office buildings. Shifts are 2
to 4 hours Monday thru Friday
after 5 p.m. with all weekends off.
Apply in person at PBS, 3431 4th
Avenue SW, Suite C.
Day hours cleaning in government and medical buildings. We
have open shifts from 11 am to 2
pm and 2:30 to 6:30 p.m. Monday thru Friday with all weekends
off. Apply in person at PBS, 3431
4th Ave SW, Suite C.
Dave’s Southside Tap
Now hiring exp. Bartenders, servers, and cooks. Pick up job applications at 803 Belsly Blvd. across
from the Grand Inn Motel in South
Moorhead or call 701-866-2124.
Airborne Custom Spraying
2008 May-September Annual
Seasonal Position
Job Description: Coordinate with
pilot to prepare and load aircraft
for aerial spray application. Work
is steady and some lifting involved.
We will train on the job. Miscellaneous duties include inventory,
cleaning plane and vehicles,
runway maintenance, some field
scouting, etc. $13.25 per hour plus
overtime. Please send Resume to
Airborne Custom Spraying, 1507
County Hwy 21, Halstad, MN
56548. Fax# 218-456-2468. Email
– dsolum@rrv.net.

NOW
HIRING
Join A Great, Exciting Team Today.
Now Accepting Applications at
UP THE CREEK

The Newest Restaurant in Fargo-Moorhead
Apply in person:
2350 45th St SW
(By Gander Mountain)

Back Page
‘We’re not glam rock’
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Minneapolis-based band offers mixed-genre sound
By MICHELLE PEARSON
Staff Writer

Facing the Plastic is a doit-yourself band that got its
start somewhere between East
Bethel and Anoka, Minn.
Based out of the Minneapolis
area, with fans from around
the world, the band’s three
members are: Sean Folstad
as guitarist and vocalist, Jay
Jorgenson on drums, and
Michael Erickson on the bass.
The name “Facing the
Plastic” has its own meaning
for each one of the members.
“The name, to me, is a term
of self-realization,” Erickson
said. “It’s a turning point of
empowerment to feed you fuel

Invention

to break through life’s cheap
illusion. Facing the Plastic is
seeing past it all. I’m not sure
what the term means to the
other two.”
The band played their
first show at a battle of the
bands at the Anoka Ramsey
Community College located in
Coon Rapids, Minn. The band
originally had a fourth member, Bobby Marko, who was
unable to make the show.
“We were only comfortable
playing with a second guitarist
and vocalist,” said Erickson.
Having one less member
made the band extremely nervous.
“I distinctly remember looking over at Sean as he was stepping on his distortion pedal,”

Business $$

Do YOU have the next
big idea in the world of
science and technology?
Learn how you can
turn them into

BUSINESSES!
Invention To Venture
I2V Workshops
in technology
entrepreneurship
When:
Where:

Cost:

February 2, 8 AM to 5 PM
Jones Conference Room,
Anderson Complex,
Concordia College
Free for first 50 students
$25 per student, faculty
and staff, $50 business

For more information and to register,
go to: www.invention2venture.org
or contact Mary Batcheller
(mbatcheller@fmedc.com)

Erickson said. “It looked like
his foot was having a seizure.
I can only imagine how I must
have looked!”
“We played a few shows
together as a foursome and
even travelled out to play a
music festival in Dickinson,
N.D.,” he said. “Bobby left
the band to focus more on his
own works. To this day, we
still keep in contact with him. I
believe he’s going to be developing our Web site.”
“When we first began, we
were really just getting the
feel for who we were as musicians and what we wanted to
with our music as creators.
We started to mold ourselves
and shape our music into
something that was workable, interesting, and enjoyable. [Now] we’ve got a pretty
decent range of sound within
our music,” Erickson said.
The band described their
approach as a mix between
garage and indie rock with a
little bit of blues, punk, jazz,
swing and metal.

to plastic, page 10
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Minneapolis-based band Facing the Plastic draws fans from MSUM
thanks to its grounded image and mixed-genre sound.

